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Idle balls money glitch

Idle Balls is a fascinating new idle game from Voodoo. This iOS-exclusive game consists may seem too simple at first. When you start, you only see a plain white ball appearing on the screen while hitting numbered orbs, all against a black background. As you progress in the game, you will be able to unlock different types of balls, including basketball, tennis
balls, football, and so on. They will all bounce around the screen, helping you clear more numbered orbs at the same time. Of course, that doesn't mean the game will get easier. Each new ball is harder to unlock than the previous one. The cost of unlocking new balls will continue to climb and you will need to have a good strategy if you want to be able to
handle it. It's good that you can count on our bum balls cheats, tips and tricks to help you unlock all the balls! 1. Keep Unlocking Balls as mentioned above, as more bouncing balls on the screen will help you clear more numbered orbs quickly. Since this is an empty game, it will play mostly on itself without needing much login from you. One thing to watch out
for, however, is when you can unlock a new ball. You can leave the game while taking care of other things, but make sure it regularly comes back to unlock new balls as soon as you can. There is no good reason for you to hold on to unlocking new balls and the sooner you can get them, the sooner they will be able to help you get more orbs. If you need to
choose between upgrading and unlocking a new ball, select the latter. You can always upgrade later when you get rich. 2. Upgrade your Tap Balls are not the only things that can clear orbs. You also have the option to press orbs to clear them. If you have time to focus on the game, tapping will be a much faster way to develop through the levels. Make sure
you upgrade your power so you can clear orbs manually. This is especially important when trying to clear angular orbs. Bouncing balls will rarely hit orbs that are in the corners, so you will need to manually remove them yourself. If you do not upgrade your eavesdropping power, you can simply imagine how long it will be tapping to get rid of 50k corner orbs.
3. Use multiple fingers When you decide it's time to make a manual touch, make sure you use multiple fingers. This will help you press faster, which in turn, clears orbs faster. Remember the $50,000? It will take forever to clarify that even with an improved tap, if you just use one finger. The best thing to do is to put your device on the surface, then use a few
fingers to smash the screen until you clear all the orbs. It can be tiring, but it is a good way to your eavesdropping power. 4. Double your offline earnings The game is a nice way to spend your quick breaks. You can take it at any time and opt out when necessary. The good thing is that you keep winning even when you're offline. In fact, you will win offline than
when you are actively playing. Your earnings will depend on the number of balls you have unlocked and what their levels are. However, make sure you have an Internet connection when you enter the game. This is to ensure that you get the offer to watch an ad in exchange for doubling the amount you earned while offline. It's an easy way to get huge
revenue, so take advantage of it when you can. Do not worry if you really can not connect to the Internet, though. You will still be able to collect your offline earnings, you will simply miss out on a double offer. 5. Watch ads for Boosts another nimble you can get from watching in-game ads is through the amplification menu. You can get three different increases
from watching video ads. The first boost will double your earnings in four hours. That's the most important thing, so make sure you always get it. The second will give your taps 10x value, but it lasts only 20 seconds. You can only take it if you plan to do some basic manual clearing. The last push will double the balls you have in the game, but it lasts only for a
minute, which is not much better than the second. Of course, every push is still a big help in the game, so if you have time to watch three ads, it's always good to get all three. 6. Prioritize larger balls This is one of the strategies to keep in mind when upgrading balls. Larger balls tend to hit more orbs, therefore clearing the board faster. Give them priority when
upgrading so you can get the most out of clearing power. Once you have upgraded the big balls to a decent level, you can work on making all the upgrades even in the sense that they all cost roughly the same. This will help make sure that none of your balls are rendered useless at higher levels of the game. 7. How to arrange level If you were dependent on
your offline earnings to unlock balls, you'll probably notice that you haven't progressed in level. This is because the levels are not dependent on the points of stay. The only way to proceed to the next level is to clear the orbs on the current screen. If you haven't cleared orbs, you'll stay on the same level, even if you've earned millions from your time offline.
More advanced levels offer more points, so be sure not to ignore the time for manual play. Unlocking all these balls can be a difficult task, but with the help of bum balls cheats, tips and tricks listed above, you'll get all the balls you want! iPhone - iPad games Home / iPhone - iPad / submenu box from menu and detailsSeparation: VoodooAl: Voodoo: Puzzle
Action 2017ESRB: Do not set tips and secrets from: Legend-26mil errors from: ARandomGuy From: Auto tap Submission Mammy, If you know cheat codes, secrets, hints, or other level guides for this game that can help others level up, then Send your cheats and share your insights and experiences with other gamers. The latest toxic questions don't work?
I've already passed level 100 and I'm at level 105 and I'm not toxic. I bought it and is at level 80 but does not work in the game ... From: SebbiReperable on: 01-22-2018 Stuck Ball Level 130? Hello, I'm level 130 and my Toxic ball is stuck in the bottom right corner against a sphere and rotates but does not hit the sphere as in does not decrease ... From:
MattE: 01-08-2018 How do level 77 pass? None of the balls connect! What am I supposed to do? I have over 2 trillion points for... From: Bug anAlmost on: 10-25-2017 Ask a question stuck in this game? Ask a question below and allow other gamers to answer your question or review the answers to questions already asked. If you think you are an expert,
please try to help others with their questions. Your question gameplay videos blank balls - Game video More options should help? Ask a question here! Games you may like empty balls is the simplest idle game out there. - yes, something like that. From Voodoo, she has bouncing balls in various numbered orbs on a black background. Every time you hit a
ball, you earn points with these points to unlock new balls that cause even more damage, you earn more points, etc. Gamezebo is available with some useful tips and tricks on how best to unlock all the new balls possible in our bumball tips, cheats and strategies. Keeping an eye on the ball The more balls you have on the screen, the faster you can cause a
lot of damage to these numbered orbs. Of course, it's good to upgrade some balls, but ultimately, you want to unlock new balls to add to your collection. Anytime, spend your money on new balls, not upgrades. Each ball has a different circumference, which will make you think the bigger ones are better, but sometimes the little ones are exactly what you need
to get to those difficult angles. As you progress, you'll want to upgrade your strongest balls, but don't worry about spending money on early additions. They soon turn out to be a waste of time and money when you are against a high level of numbered orbs. Taps Are important eavesdropping is easy to ignore part of the game. Tapping the current damaged it
with you able to upgrade your tapping power quite stable and inexpensive. Especially early, you want your strength to be quite high. Even later, however, it is useful when you have to deal with difficult to get to a ball. You can use more than one finger! Mash the screen like crazy, using as many fingers as possible to handle different orbs all at once. It's soon
added, but watch out for the finger. Touch is especially useful when you've completed a level. That's great for wiping the sprigs instead of waiting for the balls to hit their target. Ad watching ads is boring, but a key way to unlock cool extras in bum balls. Balls. that's the only way you're going to get your winnings. Do you see the total amount of the bank in the
upper right corner? Tap this to watch a quick ad and earn your money to buy an upgrade or three. Do not do it too often, as you will get bored. Wait when banking will win you that all important new balls. Every time you return to the game, you will unlock an abundance of offline revenue. This can be doubled by watching an ad. It's boring, of course, but there's
a huge difference to your income. Also, watch ads to unlock raises. One increase gives you a doubling of your earnings in four hours, while another gives your taps a 10x value in 20 seconds. There's a cool guy who doubles you in a minute. If you have time, watch all the ads. - Isn't that small? Focus on doubling revenue. The progression of offline earnings is
great, but don't rely on them. It will not help you unlock new levels. You will always be on the stage that you left the game on. Be sure to register often and hang around for a while, work on unlocking a new stage. Stage.
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